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Love nikki competition guide

Brittany is a mobile game addict! Her favorite genres are simulation, casual, RPG, tycoon, fashion, adventure, puzzles and city builders.15+ tips to get started in love-nikki dress UP Queen! Early daily diamonds, win in the arena, pass the stages, and much more! Love Nikki-Dress UP Queen is a free dress-up game for Android and iOS.
Love Nikki is the English version of the game, while there are other versions available in other countries/languages worldwide. Love Nikki allows you to dress up the main character, Nikki, in a variety of clothes that you can buy in the game, craft, collect, evolve and more. There are also challenges where you fight against other players,
special events where you can win exclusive items, a dollhouse where you can decorate and style a home for Nikki, a fully tuned story that you can read and participate in, and tons of other unique game items. Download Love Nikki for Android or iOS.But due to the huge amount of games and the fact that there is no real tutorial for the
game, Love Nikki can be difficult for new players to understand and it is a very steep learning curve. As a long-lasting Love Nikki player, I have created this guide of the most useful tips for beginners, tricks to get ahead, and all the information you need to succeed! In no specific order:1. Do not forget to make your DailiesAll photos and
videos in this article were taken from my game and made by me. Every day there are things you should require and check to maximize your in-game performance. I have a little routine that I follow and you can find it easy to do too. I'm done with my dailies in about 5-15 minutes to do it this way. Click the Sign In button and collect the login
item. Enter stylist's arena and compete 5 times. Enter the competition and judge 30 times. If applicable, dress Nikki for the theme and apply for the competition. Check your mailbox and collect system mail (usually rewards from the Stylist Arena or competition) and collect stamina from friends. Enter Mystery House and claim your
tickets/receive your free item in the pavilions. You can claim 1 ticket every 24 years. The clock corridor and misty veranda give you 1 ticket each, every 48. If you are in an association, go into the Stylist Association and do commission, sort material in the library, and shop for dyes and fabrics in the store. Also greet your teammates on the
bulletin board if you want to :) Go to your home and complete Life Bits, enter My Community (if you've joined one) and visit each home and do their Life Bits, go into Visits and Hiking to 5 different homes. You can get a free ticket from Wish Court once every 48 years. Finally, go into Quest, and claim your rewards for doing the above
things. You should be able to unlock all 5 boxes every day (give yourself 53 extra diamonds every day), and if you're missing anything, use Daily Quest to give yourself some goals to unlock multiple boxes (for example, complete any 5 missions with S Rating or Buy or swap for 2 items in any store). 2. Start keeping track of your outfits
early! My favorite tool to keep track of my outfits is the Nikki Guide app (available for Android); It has a full catalogue of all in-game outfits and accessories, and every time you win an item, you just register it in the app. For non-Android users, you can also go to Nikki's Info website, create an account and keep track of your wardrobe there.
Both Nikki Guide and Nikki's Info will pull together the clothes you have in your wardrobe, and then tell you which clothes to wear to get a high score in the chapters, arena and special events. Definitely download the Nikki Guide app or visit Nikki info before you start playing and updating as you go along, otherwise, you will have the
monstrous task of doing everything when you have thousands of items and it will take hours.3. Hoard your currencyThere are some types of currency in the world of Love Nikki. You will have gold coins, diamonds, star coins, association coins, crystal roses, jade, hourglass, and crystal shoes. Although it may be tempting at first to use all
currency right away on the beautiful outfits in the store: NOT. While you can earn gold and diamonds every day, you will save them, especially for special events, or to create outfits you need to complete levels later. For the most part, just buy items you need to pass levels, before you get to the point when you have excess currency to
spend on things for fun.4. Only battle players with 20k points lower than you in arenaA thing you will notice when fighting in the arena is that Momo will give you a tip on your opponent's styling experience/score. But Momo's number isn't always right. To ensure you never lose in the arena, give yourself a buffer of at least 20,000 points. For
example, if you scored 53,000 on A Growing Lady theme, don't go up against someone with a score higher than 33,000. (It might also be a good idea to make yourself a list of the themes and your highest score before playing in the arena!). You can press the next button until you find a player with a lower score than you, and if you reach
50 wins in the arena, you will unlock an achievement and win 100 diamonds!5. Share on Facebook to get rewards! Click the share button when you receive new items and dress up Nikki to get rewards! If you link your game to your Facebook account (which is highly recommended, since it's the easiest way to keep your game saved, if you
ever change devices or need to uninstall the app again), you'll have the option to share your new outfits, achievements, and screenshots to Since. The reward for doing so is small amounts of diamonds or stamina, but it's worth doing (and one of the dally tasks is to share 3 times a day!). The best part is that you don't actually have to add it
to your wall. Just back out before you post all the way to your wall and the game will record it as having been shared, even if you didn't publish it on your page!6. Use Association Coins for Dyes and SubstancesAs you continue through the chapters, you need to color and create certain things. You can buy dyes and fabrics from the Store
of Starlight, but dyes are 8 star coins and fabrics are 20.Meanwhile, the Association Store has random dyes and substances that go for 10 and 24 association coins (respectively). Although you may be using more coins in the Association Store, the truth is, association coins are less worth in the game than Star Coins.Star Coins must also
be used for recipes (for crafting) and you must have the right recipes for crafting. Meanwhile, the Association Store doesn't sell much, and you're better off spending more money in there to buy dyes and fabrics, than you'd do in the Starlight Store, where you'd be better off spending your money on that 300 coin recipe you need.7. Click on
the gift box while you vote to get the reward you can save your boxes for as long as you want, and then redeem them for more rewards! This may seem like a no-brainer, but when you vote for outfits in the arena, if you click on the little gift box, you will receive random gifts (diamonds, coins or perseverance). Many newcomers overlook
this small feature.8. Follow Momo's tips for getting the highest scoreYeah, you may look like a mess after wearing everything that Momo suggests, but his tips will give you the highest score! For each chapter of the story, Momo will have tips on what to wear. If you buy or stock all the items he asks for, you can pass the level with an S
score! Make sure you click the S Tips tab, and collect all the items Momo suggests to pass the level with the highest possible score.9. Only Craft When NecessaryBut it can be tempting to start buying recipes and making right away, I strongly recommend saving this for later in the game. At first, focus on completing the chapters, and just
making clothes that Momo recommends to pass a specific chapter. Since there are only a limited amount of chapters to complete (currently 13, but more are going to be added in future dates), when you're done, you'll have all the time in the world to make and collect clothes. Moreover, crafting takes a lot of diamonds, gold and resources
(such as endurance and materials), so it's better to wait until you have a lot of it saved before tackling a crafting task!10. Click the Done button to Farm LevelsAs you go together, you need certain items to develop new outfits and you can only get some of the items through chapter This is when farming comes in; you need to quickly
complete the level and get drops as easily as possible. Fortunately, the Done button lets you skip reading the story at the beginning of each chapter, walk through the locker room and fight your opponent. You have to go through the story and dress at least once, but after that this button will just draw your highest score, automatically
match you with someone and then give you the result (coins, experience points, and what the item drops that level has). You can also use the Finish ASAP button in stylist's arena, and the Done button in the Association chapters for the same result.11. Save your S-Score in Maiden Level for Princess LevelsUse your highest scoring outfit
from Maiden to beat your Princess level! The best way to play the game is to go through the Maiden Chapter first, then move over to the Princess Chapter. If you followed the latest tip and used Momo's suggestion for an S-Tip outfit, you can reuse the same Princess-level outfit and score an S as well*. Just click on the Memory, and then
the Best Score button, and it will bring your best scoring outfit up (which will be the score you wore in Maiden, and got an S with), which you can then use to beat Princess Level.*There are some really tough chapters where even Momo's tips won't work. For these chapters, I will rely on the Nikki Guide app or Nikki info website to find out
which clothes you should wear for harder to turn chapters.12. Add friends to get more staminaThe big thing about endurance in Love Nikki is that you can wear far more than the endurance cap (for example, I think the most I've ever had is 5000/116 endurance). A good way to stock up on perseverance is to buy add friends and they will
send you 2 perseverance every day. I recommend joining the official Love Nikki Dress UP Queen Facebook group and looking at their friend ID thread to find people to add. When you get a huge amount of friends, you can rely on a steady stream of 50 extra endurance a day, and you also unlock a special outfit to add friends too!13.
Decompose duplicate items to create new outfitsIf you go over to the Recipe Workshop, you'll find the Decompose button. This button allows you to select extra clothes (duplicates of items) and then break them down. Decomposed outfits turn into material (as you need to make), coins, and sometimes (depending on how rare the items
you decomposed were) hoping rings, rebirth earrings, or eternal necklaces. If you click the Reconstruction menu at the top left, you can create special outfits using materials, hopefuls, rebirth earrings, eternal necklaces and a small amount of gold. Also, every time you break down, you fill up the Lost Casket, which, when it's full, will give
you a random piece of clothing that you can't get anywhere else in the game. Decomposing is a great way to additional material and and (and of course rare items through the Reconstruction menu and Lost Casket), and there's nothing you can do with duplicate outfits anyway. Note: Only decompose the items that the game selects when
you click the Select Extra Clothes button. Some of the clothes with icons on them can be dyed, developed or used in a recipe for another outfit, and you will not get rid of these important items!14. In the past few means that you found a new item! How do you know if you got a new item? See if the card says lately got on the left side! This
may seem like a no-brainer, but it took me a while to find out; when you receive an item from a chapter drop or through the Pavilion, if the card says Lately Gained on it, it means there is a new item in your wardrobe! Be sure to type it into the Nikki Guide or on Nikki info!15. Free or VIP? It's up to you! VIP levels can cost you quite a bit of
real money, but they give you tons of in-game benefits! Love Nikki is free to play, but it also includes some great benefits if you ever spend any real money on the game. The game has VIP levels, which you can reach by spending money on diamonds, value packs (which usually include a mix of outfits, diamonds, star coins, gold coins,
dyes or substances), endurance or gold coins. The more real money you spend, the higher your VIP score. Every time you unlock a new VIP level, you get a new outfit, more maximum endurance, in-store discounts and more! The higher the VIP privilege, the more benefits you get. As you can see from the screenshot, I am currently V8
(please do not ask how much money I have spent to get there ... * moan *). On the other hand, you can play the game completely as a free player. Everyone gets free diamonds daily, so you don't necessarily have to spend any real money at all!16. Value packs and monthly cards Are the best savingsWhat else are you going to do with a
dollar? Might as well buy some diamonds and a fantasy ticket in Love Nikki! If you decide to spend money in the game, I recommend buying value packs or something, including a monthly card. Value packs appear on the sidelines and are updated daily. Some of them include gold, diamonds, VIP points, fantasy tickets, monthly diamond
cards and clothes. I like to buy someone who is less than $4.99 USD or anything that includes clothes, fantasy tickets, or monthly cards. There are also dress packs, which are themed around a special outfit and can be purchased once. All clothes packages are worth buying, in my opinion, as clothes can not be found elsewhere is good
for fighting. Any package that includes monthly diamonds is worth getting as they will give you 60 free diamonds every day for a month. You can even stack these cards (for example, I currently have 458 days left, which that I have purchased at least 15 packages that included the monthly cards).17. Store value packs in the mailbox for
Charge eventsWhen you buy any of the value packages, they automatically go to your mailbox and have an expiration date on them. You do not need to open (or require) the item before it expires. Unless you need the contents of (if you're desperate for diamonds or monthly cards you just bought), it's a good idea to save one or two of
these for upcoming cumulative charging events. These events happen at least once a month and require you to purchase a certain amount of diamonds or VIP points. Instead of having to hurry up and buy 1,800 diamonds in no time, you can redeem your previously purchased packages during the cumulative charge, and the
diamonds/VIP points count towards the goal, even if you purchased the package before the event started! When the targets of the cumulative recharging usually lead to exclusive objects, diamonds and endurance. Just keep an eye on when the package expires and make sure you redeem it before then.18. Redeem Fantasy tickets by
clicking Buy 1 Redeem Fantasy Tickets by clicking Buy 1If you've received a Fantasy ticket (usually included in a value pack), you may not be sure how to redeem it. Just enter the Room of Mystery (in Mystery House) click Buy 1 and it will give you the opportunity to either use your ticket or use diamonds to buy another pull in
Fantasy.Helpful Links That's it for now! These tips and tricks should get you started in the game, but I'll add everything else I discover that might be useful for beginners. If you have any questions, comments or other tips and advice, please feel free to leave a comment or ask me a question below! Q&amp;AQ: Can we skip levels in the
Love Nikki Dress Up Queen game? Answer: Unfortunately no, but the story is quite optional. You don't have to make history if you don't want to. I'm not even done with the last chapter yet! Q: Some of the items in the Love Nikki Dress Up Queen store are locked, what do I have to do to get them? A: Some items can only be obtained
during time-limited events. They usually come back later, if the event goes again or in the store. Q: How do I transfer Love Nikki Dress Up Queen! game to another phone? A: Connect the game to Facebook or your email address so you can play on multiple or new devices. Q: Will all event outfits come back to love Nikki sometime?
Answer: Most of them do, in the end. But when they return, you can probably only get them via crafting or buying with diamonds/real money. Q: I forgot my password, but I want to log in to play Love Nikki Dress-Up Queen on my new phone. What do I do? Answer: I would contact Nikki Support.© 2018 Brittany BrownCommentsHuman
february 19, 2020: Thank you! I didn't know about voting one and pretty maybe had that 200 some point there Zaza March 21, 2019: How can I earn the pavilion of fantasy tickets without buying buy on January 20, 2019: most of the things I think the same exept 9. Only Craft When Necessary part I think (im not talking about diamond cost
suits coming back from any type of event) you can do in the chapters (there's a site you can find im not going to make an ad) in the future it will be a chore for up the percentage right now I finished the whole game (for now)Hanna Kay September 10 , 2018: Is there no other way to get diamonds easily? Easy?
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